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Abstract
Diagnosing the evolution of laser-generated high energy density (HED) systems is fundamental to develop a correct
understanding of the behavior of matter under extreme conditions. Talbot–Lau interferometry constitutes a promising
tool, since it permits simultaneous single-shot X-ray radiography and phase-contrast imaging of dense plasmas. We
present the results of an experiment at OMEGA EP that aims to probe the ablation front of a laser-irradiated foil using
a Talbot–Lau X-ray interferometer. A polystyrene (CH) foil was irradiated by a laser of 133 J, 1 ns and probed with
8 keV laser-produced backlighter radiation from Cu foils driven by a short-pulse laser (153 J, 11 ps). The ablation front
interferograms were processed in combination with a set of reference images obtained ex situ using phase-stepping. We
managed to obtain attenuation and phase-shift images of a laser-irradiated foil for electron densities above 1022 cm−3.
These results showcase the capabilities of Talbot–Lau X-ray diagnostic methods to diagnose HED laser-generated
plasmas through high-resolution imaging.
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1. Introduction

Interferometry methods are a very powerful tool for diagnos-
ing plasmas, as they can provide very valuable information
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about the plasma electron and ion density in a simple
manner. However, current diagnostic methods mostly rely
on visible radiation and, thus, high energy density (HED)
plasma probing is difficult since these plasmas are mostly
opaque to visible wavelengths. Considering this, Talbot–Lau
interferometry is a promising approach to diagnosing HED
plasmas as it extends interferometry methods to the X-ray
regime[1].

Talbot–Lau interferometry relies on two different phenom-
ena: the Talbot effect[2] and the Lau effect[3]. The Talbot
effect exhibits itself in the fact that when a coherent wave
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is diffracted by a periodic grating, an exact replica of the
grating is observed at a distance zT (called the Talbot length)
from the grating. On top of that, at fractional distances of
this length, a similar image, with different periodicity, is
also produced[4,5]. The distances of interest are denoted as
dm = m

4 zT, where m is an integer number called the Talbot
order (even for transmission gratings, and odd for phase
gratings). For X-ray radiation and μm-periodic gratings,
these distances are of the order of approximately 10−100 cm,
which makes Talbot–Lau interferometers easy to operate and
implement.

Since most laboratory X-ray sources are incoherent per
se, as is the case for laser-produced X-ray sources, they
cannot be used directly to generate an interference pattern.
However, a series of smaller and locally coherent sources
can be generated through the Lau effect by placing an
additional diffraction grating between the source and the
interferometer. Under the right conditions, this so-called
source grating can generate an interference pattern[4].

These two effects are combined in a Talbot–Lau interfer-
ometer as follows. After the backlighter, the first diffrac-
tion grating (the source grating) is placed in front of the
interferometer to generate locally coherent sources from the
probing radiation. The object to be probed is often placed
next, so that it imprints a phase pattern on the incoming
radiation. This is then diffracted by a second grating called
the beamsplitter or phase grating. The diffraction pattern
that is generated is finally filtered by a third grating called
the analyzer, placed at a distance dm from the beamsplitter.
This last grating turns the small phase changes into larger
intensity changes that can be projected onto a detector. In
the case where there is no object to be probed, an exact
replica of the beamsplitter would be obtained at dm (as per
the Talbot and Lau effects). However, when an object is
introduced in the interferometer, it modifies the coherence of
the wave, and thus the Talbot pattern. These deviations from
the ideal case can then be used to infer information about the
properties of the object. A schematic drawing of a Talbot–
Lau interferometer (corresponding to the experimental setup
described in Section 2) is shown in Figure 1(a).

Talbot–Lau interferometry has been widely used in the
field of medical sciences[6–8], since it permits imaging softer
tissue than traditional X-ray radiography while keeping a
high resolution. In these cases it is common to use the
method of phase-stepping, which consists of taking several
sequential images for laterally incremental positions of the
analyzer grating, spanning one period, as shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1(b). The set of images can be used to
reconstruct high-resolution phase and transmission images.
Consequently, eliminating any non-data-related defects in
the images (such as grating imperfections, dead pixels in the
detector or similar) is enabled by the method, as only the
periodic features are kept. In addition, the position of the
analyzer grating that maximizes image contrast can be found

by following the intensity curve[9,10], which can be used to
obtain refraction-enhanced X-ray images.

In recent years, with the aim of imaging dense plasmas,
there have been several efforts to adapt Talbot–Lau inter-
ferometry to high-power laser facilities[11] such as PALS[12],
the Multi-Terawatt (MTW) facility[13] and OMEGA EP[14], as
well as proof-of-concept experiments at lower-energy high-
repetition rate lasers[4]. These experiments have permitted a
thorough study of the optimal requirements for X-ray back-
lighting[15], while also providing useful data for analysis tool
development. In such experiments, phase-stepping methods
are not commonly used, owing to the limited amount of data
that can be usually obtained at high-power laser facilities,
which impedes taking several images in the same conditions
for different positions of the analyzer grating. Furthermore,
driver and backlighter laser beams are often close enough
to the source grating to cause grating ablation. Therefore,
instead of phase-stepping, a deflectometry configuration is
used, where the analyzer grating is rotated a small angle θ

with respect to the beamsplitter (also shown schematically
in Figure 1(b)). This generates a Moiré pattern on the image
that introduces an additional periodicity, larger than that of
the individual gratings (∼ p/θ , where p is the original period
of the analyzer)[16–29]. Over this new periodicity, it is possible
to measure perturbations caused by the object that is being
probed.

It is in this context that we present the results from a
recent experiment at the OMEGA EP laser facility[30,31],
where we used Talbot–Lau X-ray interferometry to image the
ablation front of a laser-generated plasma, combining Moiré
deflectometry and phase-stepping techniques. While Moiré
deflectometry was used to image the expanding plasma,
reference images (without the plasma) were taken by apply-
ing phase-stepping to the same Moiré interferometer con-
figuration. In this case, the reference images can be taken
ex situ using a continuous laboratory X-ray source instead
of the laser-produced X-ray backlighter source. Note that, as
mentioned above, reference image acquisition is a significant
limitation in a high-power laser system. Thus, we take
advantage of the additional information provided by phase-
stepping, while being able to use the Moiré deflectometry
technique. We obtained, for the first time, X-ray transmission
and phase-shift information of a laser-produced compression
wave through a solid. This set of data can provide useful
information about the ion and electron density distribution
of the plasma.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a detailed
description of the experimental configuration and setup
is given, describing both the interferometer and the laser
configuration as well as the HED experiment performed.
In this section, we also describe how the interferometry
reference images were obtained. Section 3 describes the
method for analyzing the resulting interferograms, both for
the object and the set of reference images. The results from
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The figure shows the different elements of the interferometer together with the backlighter
target, the plasma target and the corresponding laser beams. In this figure, G0 corresponds to the source grating, G1 is the beamsplitter and G2 is the analyzer
grating described in the text. The dot-dashed line across all elements corresponds to the optical axis of the interferometer. Note that the distances indicated
between the different elements are not to scale. (b) Schematic drawing describing how the phase-stepping procedure works. The G2 grating is displaced
perpendicular to the instrument axis and grating bars, scanning over one full grating period p2 (12 μm) after N steps. In this schematic, only four steps in a
period are shown and the rotation angle of G2 with respect to G1 has been exaggerated for clarity (in our experimental setup, this angle was θ = 6 mrad).

the experiment are shown and discussed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 presents a summary of the results as well as plans
for future improvements to the diagnostic technique.

2. Experimental setup

The experiment was conducted at the OMEGA Extended
Performance (EP) facility[30,31], using an identical setup
to that described by Valdivia et al.[14]. A 125 μm thick
polystyrene (CH) foil, with mass density ρ = 1.05 g/cm3,
was driven with a 133 J, 1 ns laser pulse at 3ω (λ = 351 nm),
focused to an eighth-order supergaussian focal spot, with
95% of the energy contained within a 365 μm radius, corre-
sponding to a laser intensity on target of 3.45×1013 W cm−2.
The generated plasma was then probed at t = 500 ps (where
t = 0 corresponds to the start of the 3ω drive) using a
20 μm-thick Cu backlighter foil. The backlighting radiation
was generated using the short-pulse capability at OMEGA

EP, with a 153 J, 11 ps pulse at 1ω (λ = 1053 nm). A
zinc von Hamos spectrometer (ZVH) and a dual channel
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite spectrometer (DCHOPG)
were fielded to characterize the X-ray spectrum of the
backlighter.

The Talbot–Lau interferometer was designed to work with
8 keV illumination and thus uses the K-shell emission from
the copper backlighter target (λ = 0.154 nm). The instrument
was composed of three gratings, hereafter referred to as
G0, G1 and G2 for simplicity, which operate as the source,
beamsplitter and analyzer grating, respectively.

A montage of the interferometer is shown in Figure 1(a).
It corresponds to the m = 7 Talbot order. This configuration
yields a Talbot magnification (dG0G2/dG0G1 ) of MT ∼ 6 and
object magnification (dG0G2/dG0Ob) of MOb ∼ 41.

In Figure 1(a), the backlighter target (Cu foil) is shown
on the left, and the plasma (CH foil) target is shown in the
middle. The two laser beams are also shown along with the
position and periodicities of the G0, G1 and G2 gratings
with respect to the target and backlighter. A 20 μm-thick Cu
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Figure 2. (a) Example of ex situ reference images recorded for phase-stepping. The Moiré fringes are oriented horizontally. The red line shows the average
normalized fringe profile, corresponding to a contrast of approximately 20%. (b) Normalized intensity phase curve corresponding to all phase-stepping
reference images. The so-called phase-stepping contrast (contrast of the phase-stepping features) is 20%.

filter was mounted in front of G0 to filter the high-energy
emission from the backlighter. In addition, a 15 μm-thick Al
filter and a 25 μm-thick Cu filter were mounted in front of
the beamsplitter (G1 grating) and the detector, respectively,
to filter the low-energy contribution from the target self-
emission (the combined transmission of these last two filters
was < 1% for photon energies below 5 keV).

The G2 grating was rotated with respect to the G1 grating
so that their grating bars had a small angle (sin θ ≈ θ )
with respect to each other, thus enabling Moiré deflectom-
etry[32–34]. In our case, G2 was rotated 6 mrad with respect to
G1 to generate a Moiré periodicity of approximately 50 μm
on target, corresponding to approximately 150 pixels on the
detector, to maximize the signal and facilitate the detection
of the fringe structure in a single shot.

While most of the backlighter emission corresponds to Cu-
Kα radiation, we observed a significant contribution from the
Heα and Kβ lines (which are not removed by the G0 filter)
in addition to a minor bremsstrahlung contribution. This
non-monochromaticity has been shown to reduce the Moiré
contrast by a factor of 1.9–2.2[14]. It is worth mentioning that
this contrast reduction is observed in the absence of self-
emitting plasma.

A series of 15 different reference images were obtained
outside of the experimental chamber in order to maximize
data collection during the experiments. A medical-grade
rotating Cu anode X-ray tube with a focal spot of 15 μm at
full width at half maximum (FWHM) was used to reproduce
the 8 keV emission from the backlighter (more details on
this source can be found in Ref. [22], along with its X-ray
spectrum). Note that in previous works[35] we observed no
significant effects when using different Cu X-ray sources for

the reference and data images, since most of the backlighter
structure is removed by the data analysis.

The reference images were obtained using the phase-
stepping technique[35], where the analyzer grating was
shifted perpendicularly to the interferometer line-of-sight
over one period (12 μm) in approximately 1.3 μm steps.
Since these reference images were obtained upon finalization
of the alignment procedure of the interferometer and prior
to shots, the position and orientation of the gratings are
identical to those used to collect the data and, thus, reference
phase maps can be obtained.

An example of these reference images is presented in
Figure 2(a), clearly showing the interference Moiré fringes.
The red line in the image indicates the normalized intensity
profile (averaged), which shows that a 20% contrast was
obtained for each image recorded in the phase-stepping
procedure. It can be seen that the fringes in the image bend
slightly around x = 50 μm. This non-uniformity in the Moiré
fringe pattern is caused by source grating defects[22,35]. As
the non-uniform region is consistently localized in images,
this defect vanishes when analyzing the periodicity of the
Moiré pattern by means of a Fourier analysis and, thus, its
effect can be neglected. In any case, for further confidence,
this region was removed in the later analysis.

Figure 2(b) presents the interferometer phase curve, which
is obtained from the phase-stepping procedure. Here, the
normalized average intensity within a central 10 μm-wide
horizontal strip (shaded blue region in Figure 2(a)) is deter-
mined for each phase-stepped Moiré image. Each intensity
value shown corresponds to a single position of the ana-
lyzer grating in the phase-stepping process. The error bars
correspond to the standard error of the signal in that region.
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Interferometer contrast of approximately 20% was measured
from this phase curve. This value is similar to the contrast
calculated using fringe intensity values for each individual
reference Moiré image in the phase-stepping image set.
Note that, while the periodicity of the curve presented in
Figure 2(b) is independent of the region that is considered,
the normalized intensity values are different for each pixel
position.

3. Analysis of the interferograms

The Moiré images obtained both for the object and reference
have two main components, namely the underlying image
and the periodic contribution that arises from the interfer-
ometry itself. In the case of the reference image, since phase-
stepping was used, there is an additional periodic component
(corresponding to the shifting of the analyzer grating) that
must be taken into account. For this reason, the obtained
interferograms can be written as follows:

Iobj (r) = Aobj (r)+Bobj (r)ei
[
kf·r+φobj(r)

]
, (1)

and

Iref (r,n) = Aref (r)+Bref (r)ei
[
kf·r+φref(r)+ 2πn

T

]
, (2)

where I is the intensity of the signal. The sub-indices ‘obj’
and ‘ref’ refer to the object and reference images, respec-
tively, kf corresponds to the periodicity of the fringes and
r = (x,y) indicates the position of a given pixel. Here, A
and B are real functions corresponding to the intensity of the
underlying signal and the periodic contribution, respectively.
In the case of the reference image, the index n corresponds to
the nth reference image taken in the phase-stepping process,
while T indicates the number of steps that span a full period
of the grating (from Figure 2(b) it can be seen that in this
case T = 9).

In the equations above, the contribution A is equivalent
to a regular X-ray radiograph. This is due to the fact that
X-rays refracted within the plasma will interact with those
diffracted by the gratings, affecting the periodic part of the
interferometry image, either via the B or the φ functions.
Therefore, an equivalent attenuation image can be obtained
from the following:

Attenuation (r) = Aobj (r)
Aref (r)

. (3)

The functions B and φ contain the information about
X-rays refracted within the plasma, which can be extracted
in two different ways. It can be easily seen that B/A corre-
sponds to the relative intensity of the interferometry features
on the images, that is, the contrast of the fringes, or visibility.

The relative change in the visibility of the fringes introduced
by the object is denoted as darkfield [4,36].

On the other hand, φ indicates deviations from the per-
fect periodicity (which would be given only by the term
exp (ikf · r)) and, therefore, it is a metric of how much the
fringes have shifted from their non-perturbed position. In the
ideal case, φobj would be an absolute measurement, without
the need for a reference, since φref = 0, as the reference
image would be perfectly periodical. However, this is not
usually the case, owing to multiple causes such as the finite
size of the image, the presence of noise or the shape of
the backlighter illumination pattern, grating structure and/or
imperfections[22]. For this reason, the phase shift introduced
by the object is calculated in practice, as follows:

φ (r) = φobj (r)−φref (r) . (4)

Separating the A and φ components of the interferograms
is therefore necessary to obtain any physical information
from both the transmission of the plasma and the phase shift
it introduces. Below, we detail how this process works for
both the cases with and without phase-stepping.

3.1. Object image: no phase-stepping

To extract the different components of the object interfer-
ogram, the easiest way is to work in Fourier space and
express the obtained image as a function of its frequency
components. In this case,

Iobj (r) =
∫ ∞

−∞
F (k)eik·rdk, (5)

where F (k) is the Fourier transform of Iobj. From Equa-
tion (1), it is clear that the function F is heavily weighted
towards the frequency of the interference fringes, kf. We can
then define two functions F1 and F2 such that F = F1 + F2,
as follows:

F1 (k) =
{

F (k), |k−kf| > δ,

0, |k−kf| < δ,
(6)

F2 (k) = F (k)−F1 (k), (7)

where δ defines a small interval around the natural frequency
of the fringes kf. With these definitions, F1 corresponds
to the Fourier transform of the original image Iobj, once
the interferometry fringes (and their possible shifts) have
been removed, whereas F2 exclusively contains information
about the fringes in Iobj. Therefore, by inverting the Fourier
transform, we obtain the following:

Aobj (r) = F−1 (F1), (8)
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and

Bobj (r)ei
[
kf·r+φobj(r)

]
= F−1 (F2), (9)

where the symbol F−1 denotes the inverse Fourier trans-
form. The B and φ components are easily separated by
taking the natural logarithm of Equation (9), yielding the
following:

log
[
Bobj (r)

] = Re
{
log

[F−1 (F2)
]}

, (10)

and

kf · r+φobj (r) = Im
{
log

[F−1 (F2)
]}

. (11)

3.2. Reference image: phase-stepping

For the case of the reference images, the process is similar.
However, we take advantage of the additional periodicity
introduced by the phase-stepping (see Figure 2(b)). For every
point r, the set of images I (r,n) is described in terms of a
Fourier series as follows:

Iref (r,n) =
∞∑

j=−∞
Qj (r)ei 2π j

T n, (12)

where n and T have the same meaning as in Equation (2), and
the factors Qj (r) are the weights of each term in the Fourier
series. Comparing Equations (2) and (12), the following is
clear:

Q0 (r) = Aref (r), (13)

and

Q1 (r) = Bref (r)ei[kf·r+φref(r)]. (14)

By taking the real and imaginary parts of the natural
logarithm of Q1 (r), the terms Bref (r) and kf · r+φref (r) can
be obtained identically as in the case with no phase-stepping.

Once the functions A, B and φ have been obtained for both
the object and reference images, it is possible to calculate the
attenuation and phase-shift maps from Equations (3) and (4)
(note that the terms kf · r cancel out when carrying out the
subtraction in Equation (4)).

4. Results

Figure 3 shows the Moiré interferogram obtained in the
experiment. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the data
was approximately 1.7, which lowered the Moiré fringe
contrast further beyond the limitations imposed by the non-
monochromaticity of the backlighter emission (as mentioned

Figure 3. Interferometry image of the ablated plasma. The dark vertical
feature around x = 400 μm corresponds to the CH foil. Note that the
direction of the phase-change detection coincides with the Moiré fringes,
which are oriented horizontally in our experiment. The region indicated
with the red-dashed square corresponds to the field of view of the reference
images and, therefore, to the region that was analyzed. The region within
the white-dotted square corresponds to the region of consideration, after
removing the edges to avoid the Gibbs phenomenon and possible grating
imperfections. Similar to Figure 2(a), the fringe profile inside the target is
shown on the left-hand side of the image, corresponding to approximately
3% fringe contrast (the contrast outside the target is ∼5%). Note that the
contrast plot has been scaled to improve the view.

in Section 2). The central dark region corresponds to the tar-
get that is being ablated, whereas the interferometry fringes
can be seen on both sides of it. The target was irradiated from
the left-hand side. Similar to Figure 2(a), the fringe profile is
shown in red. A contrast of 5% was measured in the region
outside the plasma target, while inside the target the contrast
decreases (3%) as a result of reduced X-ray transmission.
This lower Moiré fringe contrast is due to increased X-ray
emission above 8 keV.

Since the detector used for Talbot–Lau rail X-ray align-
ment and calibration has a smaller chip size than that used
in the experiment, the field of view of the reference images
was smaller than that of the object image. To obtain a direct
comparison, the field of view of the images recorded in the
experiment was reduced to the region shown in the figure
with a red-dashed square.

The postprocessing module of the Talbot Interferometry
Analysis (TIA) code[5], named the Talbot Numerical Tool
(TNT)[11], was used to separate the different Fourier com-
ponents of both the data and reference images, following
the procedure described in the previous section. This tool
has been developed to automatically detect the peaks cor-
responding to the periodicity of the fringes in the Fourier
spectra of noisy images, which was fundamental to detect
and analyze the low-contrast fringes in the data presented.
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In order to benchmark the obtained results, we ran 2D
simulations of the plasma ablation with the magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD) code FLASH[37–39], using the
experimental parameters. The simulations were run using
adaptative mesh refinement (AMR) with a maximum spatial
resolution of 1 μm. The effects of self-generated B-fields
(through the Biermann battery effect), although negligible,
were included in the simulations using ideal MHD models.
The target was initialized at solid density, with an ionization
of 0.1, submerged in a fully ionized He background with ion
density ni = 1013 cm−3. The equations of state and opacity
tables for the target and the surrounding low-density gas
were obtained with the code PropacEOS[40]. Simulations
were run with a Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy number (CFL)
of 0.3. Since solid targets in FLASH are modeled as high-
density gases, some numerical diffusion in the rear part of
the target is possible. While this effect is negligible for early
probing times, such as that considered in this work (0.5 ns),
to avoid numerical noise, we froze the rear part of the target
in the simulation to prevent it from expanding before the
shock reaches it.

A summary of the results is presented in Figure 4, where
Figures 4(b) and 4(c) correspond to the attenuation and
phase-shift curves, respectively, integrated over the region
of interest. The shaded regions in each plot mark the original
position and size of the CH target, after accounting for the
spatial resolution of the instrument. In order to avoid edge
effects or the Gibbs phenomenon from the Fourier analysis,
the data in Figure 4 correspond to 75% of the effective field
of view (white square in Figure 3). Figure 4(a) shows a
close-up of the interferometry image in the region of interest
for reference. In addition, guiding lines (vertical red-dashed
lines) have been added in order to indicate the region of the
target that has been shocked by the laser drive.

In Figure 4(b), it can be seen that while the transmission
of radiation through the target is constant in the unshocked
material, this is not the case for the shocked region. In said
region (between the red guiding lines), the transmission is
lower as the material density is increased. Around 475 μm,
the slope in the transmission curve corresponds to the target
edge convoluted with the spatial resolution of the instrument
(20 μm). In addition, at the rear edge of the target, it can
be seen that the transmission rises significantly above one.
This is a common effect in X-ray radiography, known as
refraction enhancement [41,42], in which the contrast of an
object with sharp edges and features is enhanced and these
features appear brighter in X-ray imaging. This effect is
commonly taken advantage of for detecting irregularities in
target fabrication for cases where smoothness of the targets
is critical[43–45].

At the time of consideration (0.5 ns after the start of the
laser pulse), the shocked region of the target has not yet
heated up and ionized. Therefore, it is possible to use the
tabulated values of the mass absorption coefficient for cold

Figure 4. (a) Cropped region from the interferometry data corresponding
to the field of view of the reference images (red square in Figure 3) after
removing the image edges to avoid the Gibbs phenomenon from the Fourier
analysis. The x and y coordinates correspond to the white-dotted square in
Figure 3. (b), (c) Transmission and phase-shift data line-outs, integrated
over the region shown in (a). The shaded regions in all images correspond
to the original position of the target convoluted with the spatial resolution
of the instrument. In (c) the brown dotted line corresponds to the phase
shift obtained without applying phase-stepping techniques, while the black
dashed line corresponds to the phase shift obtained from the FLASH
simulations, by taking the integrated electron density gradient. The vertical
dashed lines across all figures correspond to the expanding plasma.
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polystyrene to obtain an estimate of the mass density of
the target from the transmission data. By assuming uniform
density across the laser spot (730 μm in diameter), and
using a two-densities model (one value for the shocked
material and one for the unshocked target), the density of
the shocked region (between the red lines) is estimated to
be 2.1±0.5 g/cm3, which indicates a compression of about
a factor of two with respect to the initial target density
of 1.05 g/cm3. The error bars in this measurement arise
from the 95% confidence interval obtained by performing
a statistical t-test on the transmission data from the com-
pressed region with respect to the data in the uncompressed
region. This is in good agreement with the value predicted by
the FLASH simulations

(
2.3 g/cm3

)
. The obtained density

profile is shown as the yellow line in Figure 4(a).
In Figure 4(c), we have included the phase shift obtained

by using the phase-stepping analysis described above, indi-
cated with a green solid line, together with the equivalent
result obtained without phase-stepping (i.e., using a single,
best-correlated reference image), marked with a brown dot-
ted line. Notably, this highlights the benefits of the phase-
stepping technique, without which no phase structure can
be seen in the data. The rise in the absolute value of the
phase shift observed at both edges of the target is caused
by the gradient in electron density from the CH target to the
vacuum. The error region corresponds to a 5% fringe shift.

In order to compare the obtained phase shifts with the
simulations, we note that the phase shift is directly related
to the electron density of the plasma, as follows[46]:

∂

∂x

(∫
nedz

)
= φ (r)

λ2re
· p0

d0
, (15)

where ne is the electron density, z is the direction of the line-
of-sight, x is the same as used in Figure 4, λ is the wavelength
of the radiation probing the plasma, re is the classical
electron radius and p0 and d0 are the periodicity of the
source grating (G0) and its distance to the target, respec-
tively[15,47,48].

The phase shift obtained from the simulations is shown
in Figure 4(c) as the black dashed line. Good agreement
is found between the simulations and the measured values,
especially for the front of the target (x ∼ 310 μm), where
the fringes are most visible. It is worth noting that in this
region, the electron density is two to four times higher
than the critical density for 4ω Thomson scattering (nc =
1.6 × 1022 cm−3). This shows the capabilities and potential
advantages of Talbot–Lau interferometry to diagnose dense
plasmas further than traditional methods allow. Considering
that the spatial resolution of the system was 20 μm (which
can be further improved in future iterations) and the SNR
was 1.7, most of the features in the phase curve are blurred
and only the peaks corresponding to the target edges are
discernible. This is clear in the FLASH curve, where both

edge features at 310 and at 475 μm look very similar (the
change in the electron density gradient caused by the target
compression has been almost washed out by the instrument
resolution).

The second y-axis in Figure 4(c) indicates the refraction
angle of the X-rays for different regions of the target. This
angle α is directly related to the phase shift, as follows:

α = φ (r)
2π

· p0

d0
= F (r) ·Weff, (16)

where F (r) = φ (r)/2π is the phase shift measured in units
of fringes, and Weff = p0/d0 is the angular sensitivity of
the instrument[15]. From Equation (16), it follows that Weff

is the refraction angle that results in one fringe shift on the
deflectometry image. In this configuration, Weff = 150 μrad
(as obtained from the values in Figure 1(a)).

Note that, while the critical density for 8 keV photon
energy is 4.6 × 1028 cm−3, the limitations for this measure-
ment are given by Equation (15). Although the upper limit
of fringe shift measurements depends on the interferometer
contrast, spatial resolution and SNR, it has been shown
that fringe shifts up to F ∼ 5 can be measured with this
technique[22], which imposes an upper limit in the gradient
on the integrated electron density (not the electron density
per se) of 7 × 1025 cm−3 in order for the phase shift to be
measurable. By assuming uniform density over the diameter
of the laser spot (730 μm) and that gradients are detectable
over 20 μm (the spatial resolution of the instrument), the
maximum electron density that can be probed with this setup
can be estimated to be nmax

e = 2×1024 cm−3. In contrast, the
minimum density values that can be detected (F ∼ 0.05[21])
are nmin

e = 2×1022 cm−3, close to the values expected in this
experiment.

5. Conclusions and future work

We have presented the first X-ray interferometry image of
an ablating HED plasma obtained at a high-power laser
facility, probed by a Talbot–Lau X-ray interferometer. From
this image, both phase-contrast radiography (attenuation)
and phase-shift data of the ablating plasma have been
retrieved.

By using ex situ phase-stepping, we were able to obtain
phase-stepped reference images for our analysis, without loss
of beamtime. This allowed us to obtain high-quality phase-
shift data despite marginal photon statistics, reflected by the
low SNR of the interferometry signal (< 2) and poor Moiré
fringe contrast (3%−5%). The phase-stepping process has
proved crucial in order to extract any phase-shift information,
since no structure is observed if single-image analysis is
used.

The obtained data show different features from the ablated
plasma and the target edge. In particular, an absolute
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measurement of the phase shift from the ablated plasma has
been obtained, finding good agreement with the predictions
from hydrodynamic simulations, which indicates that the
electron density is above the range that can be probed
with optical means. This proves that the Talbot–Lau
interferometry technique can be used in HED experiments
to characterize and map the hydrodynamic evolution and
behavior of laser-driven plasmas well above 1022 cm−3, thus
enabling characterization in regions unavailable with current
diagnostics.

The data obtained with this technique can provide mean-
ingful insights into the physics of the ablation zone in
laser-generated plasmas (a requirement to benchmark current
theoretical models), as it allows direct probing into the dense
ablated regions. In addition, this experimental platform and
diagnostic can be used to study the process of species
separation in plasmas with more than one element (such as
CH), which is necessary to discriminate among diffusion
models.

Future work includes further developments to the OMEGA
EP Talbot–Lau X-ray Deflectometer (EP-TXD) diagnostic
to enhance signal quality and fringe contrast by improv-
ing spatial resolution and X-ray backlighter spectra. Back-
lighter target geometry and orientation with respect to the
incident laser will be explored to improve system spatial
resolution and overall signal quality in combination with
optimization of the laser parameters. The addition of a
laterally graded multilayer mirror to the OMEGA EP-TXD
will ensure monochromaticity of the X-ray backlighter radi-
ation[11] by removing contributions from higher energy lines
(such as the Heα or the Kβ lines) and hot electron re-
circulation, among others, which have shown to be detrimen-
tal to TXD diagnostic accuracy[35]. In addition, both TIA and
its postprocessing module the TNT will be further developed
to work with additional hydrodynamic codes and deliver
real-time information, providing valuable insight to inform
experimental campaigns.
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